
MATH WORKSHEET A (WORD FORM) 

Converting between standard form and word form 

 

Write the number shown in Standard Form in Word Form. Examples: 

123 is written “one hundred twenty three” 

1,123 is written  “one thousand, one hundred twenty three” 

123,123 is written “one hundred twenty three THOUSAND, one hundred twenty three” 

 

A.)        672  = ______________________________________________________ 

 

B.)  47,000  = ______________________________________________________ 

 

C.) 200,475 = ______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

 

D.) 125,500 = _______________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________ 

 

E.)    65,901 = _______________________________________________________ 

   _______________________________________________________ 

 

Write the number shown in Word Form in Standard Form (as numbers). Examples: 

 “one hundred twenty three” is written “123” 

 “one thousand, one hundred twenty three” is written “1,123”  

“one hundred twenty three THOUSAND, one hundred twenty three” is written “123,123” 

  

F.)   three hundred seventy one = _____________________________________________ 

 

G.)   two THOUSAND, four hundred = __________________________________________ 

 

H.)   one hundred fifty-four thousand, three hundred eight = _______________________ 

 

I.)  two hundred fifty THOUSAND, two hundred fifty =      ____________, _____________ 

  



 
 

MATH WORKSHEET A (WORD FORM) 

ANSWER KEY 

 

Write the number shown in Standard Form in Word Form. Examples: 

123 is written “one hundred twenty three” 

1,123 is written  “one thousand, one hundred twenty three” 

123,123 is written “one hundred twenty three THOUSAND, one hundred twenty three” 

 

A.)        672  = six hundred seventy two 

 

B.)  47,000  = forty-seven thousand 

 

C.) 200,475 = two hundred thousand, four hundred seventy-five 

 

D.) 125,500 = one hundred twenty-five thousand, five hundred 

 

E.)    65,901 = sixty-five thousand, nine hundred one 

 

Write the number shown in Word Form in Standard Form (as numbers). Examples: 

 “one hundred twenty three” is written “123” 

 “one thousand, one hundred twenty three” is written “1,123”  

“one hundred twenty three THOUSAND, one hundred twenty three” is written “123,123” 

  

F.)   three hundred seventy one =  371 

 

G.)   two THOUSAND, four hundred = 2, 400 

 

H.)   one hundred fifty-four thousand, three hundred eight = 154,308 

 

I.)  two hundred fifty THOUSAND, two hundred fifty =      250,250 
 

 


